Hosted Voice (VoIP) &
Unified Communications

Admiral Beverage Corp.
Admiral Beverage chose Fusion Connect Business Voice with
Unified Communications (UC) to replace their failing PBX, saving
up to $50,000 annually.

SOLUTIONS

•
•
•

•

CASE STUDY
INDUSTRY: Distribution

Hosted Voice with Unified Communications
When implementation is complete, Admiral
will have 290 Hosted Voice and UC seats in 22
locations, including over 120 seats at its corporate
headquarters
Admiral gains UC capabilities including HD Video
calling, SMS Texting, Presence, Instant Messaging,
and Screen Sharing, all in a single app available
for Windows and Mac desktops, mobile, and tablet
devices
2Evolve Technologies, a leading channel partner,
recommended the solution and partnered on the
voice configuration and installation

Admiral Beverage Corp.
Begun in 1947 with a single production
line bottling two flavors, Admiral
Beverage has grown considerably,
and today produces and distributes
hundreds of flavors and brands
of beverages in bottles and cans.
The company operates 35 facilities
throughout a nine-state region, offering
ready-to-drink teas, juices, beer, fullcalorie, mid-calorie, and zero-calorie
soft drinks, as well as its own brand of
bottled water.

RESULTS

•
•
•
•

Annual savings estimated between $25,000 and
$50,000
Feature-rich, stable phone system and voicemail
support the communications among staff and
customers, reliably
Advanced features, such as Voicemail transcribed
as Email, simplify and streamline tasks, such as
responding to Voicemail while remote
Staff across nine states can choose how they
communicate, relying on real-time collaboration
tools on whatever devices they choose
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“We estimate that we’ll
save between $25,000
and $50,000 per year
with our new Hosted
Voice and Unified
Communications
solution.”
— Jim Hill, Director of IT, Admiral
Beverage Corp
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TIME FOR A VOICE SYSTEM UPGRADE
Admiral Beverage used PBXs at its 22 locations
across nine states, many of which were aging
and unstable. “At a lot of our smaller sites, the
voice systems were really struggling. The phones,
voicemail, or both literally would not work,”
explains Jim Hill, Director of IT, Admiral Beverage
Corporation.

“External customers couldn’t get through to place
orders and our staff out in the field could not
call into their voicemail to monitor order levels.”
With communications and logistics central to
Admiral’s successful beverage production and
fulfillment business, the company reached out to
2Evolve Technologies, their trusted IT consultant,
to help identify and implement a better solution.

STABLE, FEATURE-RICH VOICE SYSTEM SUPPORTS MOBILE
COMMUNICATIONS AND LOGISTICS
Admiral Beverage first considered and set up a pilot of another provider’s Hosted Voice system. When
2Evolve introduced its IT leaders to Fusion Connect Hosted Voice, the company decided to try it as well. After
comparing the two systems, Admiral Beverage selected Fusion Connect Hosted Voice “for its superior feature
set,” and the fact that its “a large, stable company,” according to Hill.

MODERN MOBILITY FEATURES SAVE TIME
“Hosted Voice gives us advanced features we
didn’t have with our old PBXs,” says Hill. For
example, Find Me/Follow Me lets users forward
their desk phone to their cell phone and use it as
their primary business phone while they are out of
office.
“Our employees love that they can use one
number—their Hosted Voice business number—
to be reached on virtually any device.” Visual
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Voicemail has also been a much appreciated
feature, according to Hill.
“If users don’t want to take a call because they’re
meeting a client, for example, they can let it go
to voicemail and it gets delivered to their Inbox
transcribed into easy-to-read text. Users really like
the fact that they can spot check voicemail from
their Smartphone. Scanning the text is quicker
and much less disruptive than listening through
recorded voicemails.”
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UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE EFFICIENCIES
To further meet Admiral Beverage’s
communications and logistics needs, the
company is deploying Unified Communications,
in addition to Hosted Voice. Within the UC app,
users can see which contacts are online, make or
receive voice calls via the softphone client and
easily record calls on the fly.

Users can also reach contacts with an IM, SMS
text or HD voice or video call, and share their
screen with up to 100 online meeting participants.
UC delivers this functionality within a single,
intuitive interface that’s available on desktop,
mobile and tablet devices.

COST SAVINGS: MORE THAN $25,000 ANNUALLY
One of Admiral Beverage’s goals in modernizing
its voice system was to reduce costs, specifically,
long distance charges and costs for local lines/
phone numbers.

“We estimate that we’ll save between $25,000
and $50,000 per year with our new Hosted Voice
and Unified Communications solution,” says Hill.
“Some companies might not consider that a lot,
but we think it’s a lot.”

KNOWLEDGEABLE RESOURCES GET THE JOB DONE
With an internal IT team that is stretched thin
and already dedicated to other projects, Admiral
Beverage opted for Professional Installation. The
implementation team consisted of a project lead
from Admiral Beverage and Voice implementation
experts from both Fusion Connect and 2Evolve
Technologies.
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“The combined team has worked directly with our
local offices and site managers regarding lines,
users, call routing, and so on. They have been
very helpful,” says Hill.
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THE FUSION CONNECT
ADVANTAGE
ENABLING THE CONNECTED ENTERPRISE
Optimize your business communications,
costs, and continued collaboration from
any place or device, with crystal-clear
quality. Securely connect your business
locations and remote workers.
LEADING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Fusion Connect’s optimized platforms
leverage leading technologies, meaning
seamless integration of solutions
across your virtual and fixed technology
platforms.
DEDICATED SUPPORT TEAM
Our 100% U.S.-based expert tech support
is available 24/7 to keep your business
online and available regardless of the
situation.
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Visit www.fusionconnect.com to learn more.
Or, contact a Fusion Connect Business Consultant
today at 888-301-1721.

Fusion Connect
210 Interstate North Parkway, Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30339

